Notable Acquisitions
June 15, 2016
A.B.C. of Toys. New York: McLoughlin Bros., 1900.
This alphabet picture book shows children engaged in play of all
kinds, as seen in these images of girls playing a dancing game under
a tree, and the scared boy clutching onto the neck of his “fiery
steed.” These chromolithographed pictures of children at play are
similar to the watercolor drawings and proofs held at AAS in the
Hosmer and 1997 Addition Collections. Purchased from Jean’s
Books. Linda & Julian Lapides Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
Aladdin and Other Stories. Boston: DeWolfe, Fiske & Co.,
ca. 1890-1900.
The story of Aladdin has captivated children for generations.
This late nineteenth-century iteration has a fair skinned
Aladdin holding the magic lamp, perhaps presenting him as
neighborhood playmate dressing up in oriental clothes. The
die cut image of Aladdin is a flap pasted to the rest of the
chromolithographed cover, giving a three-dimensional effect.
Purchased from James Arsenault. Linda & Julian Lapides
Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz

The Balloon and The Good Boy
Rewarded. Providence: Weeden &
Peek, 1849.
This is an eight-leaf, sixteen-page
children’s book that was folded, but for
some reason was never cut or bound
into a book. It is a wonderful example
for history of the book researchers
trying to understand the pattern of a
printed sheet, and how it was folded
into the proper sequence. One of the
stories is about a middle class boy who
shares his newly acquired skill of reading with a fisherman’s son who is eager to learn but whose
mother is illiterate and his father is too busy working to teach him. Purchased from Gordon
Hopkins. Harry Stoddard Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
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Memoirs of George Holland the Veteran Comedian. New York: T. H. Morrell, 1870.
Please To Read This. New York: Robert Sears, 1852.
Please Post This in a Conspicuous Place. Soccoro, New Mexico: Socorro Bullion
Print, 1885.
This quarter the Society’s curators added several interesting book prospectuses to our holdings.
The three illustrated here show the range of material acquired, from an 1850s New York circular,
to an 1885 handbill printed in New Mexico. These broadsides offer insight into the marketing
strategies used to sell books across America, as well as showing the variety and complexity of
material available on the national market. Books of poetry, memoirs, biographies, histories, and
periodicals were all promoted with circular prospectuses. Holland item purchased from Peter
Luke, The Chair Fund, others purchased from Garret Scott, Harry G. Stoddard Memorial Fund.
~ Lauren B. Hewes
•

•

The Lily of the Valley. Translated
From the French. Baltimore: John
Murphy; New York: E. Dunigan,
copyright 1842.
Schmid, C. The Wooden Cross.
Translated From the French.
Baltimore: John Murphy; New
York: E. Dunigan, copyright 1842.

These tiny religious books stand barely
more than 4 ½ inches tall and are
encased in variously colored publishers’ cloth bindings stamped “Cabinet Library No. 2” and
“Cabinet Library No. 3” respectively. The interiors add more visual interest with decorative
burnt orange endpapers and two-color title pages printed in both black and burnt orange ink. The
works in the Cabinet Library series were issued by the Irish Catholic publisher John Murphy in
Baltimore, in conjunction with Edward Dunigan in New York. The series was promoted in
Catholic periodicals such as the United States Catholic Magazine, which, coincidentally enough,
Murphy also published. These two titles are the only ones AAS has from this series. Purchased
from Thomas J. Joyce, George Watson Cole Fund.
~Elizabeth Watts Pope
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Maud Carlton. All the Way Round Pictures. London: Ernest Nister; New York: E.P. Dutton
& Co., ca. 1899.
This spectacular moveable book contains circular
frames with two overlaying pictures that appear and
disappear by pulling the cloth tab, here seen at the top
of the images. They depict the young Molly feeding
her horse and what appear to be pet ducklings. The
illustrations were drawn by Florence Hardy Small
(1860?-1933), who was among a number of women
artists who did illustration work for the late
nineteenth-century picture book trade. This book was
chromolithographed in Bavaria at the factory owned
by London publisher Ernest Nister, who had a transAtlantic publishing arrangement with New York firm
E.P. Dutton. Both were direct competitors of
McLoughlin Brothers. Purchased from Susan
Liebegott, Harry G. Stoddard Memorial Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
Chicago Pen and Pencil (Chicago, Ill.) June 14, 1856. Vol. 1, no. 1.
This is the only issue known of this short-lived
pre-fire Chicago periodical. There was a file at the
New York State Library, but it was apparently lost
in a fire in 1911. The intent of the publication is
to present articles and stories related to literature,
the arts, and politics. The story on the front page,
“Chile Wilful and his Cousin Fanny; or the
Lover’s Quarrel” was commissioned by the
editors from “a lady whose experience and talents
in the field of letters have established for her an
extensive reputation as an authoress.” Pages 4
and 5 are filled with amusing political cartoons
mocking both local and national issues. The last
page is mostly taken up with lists of premiums
that subscribers could win. Purchased from
Citation Books, Harry G. Stoddard Memorial
Fund.
~Vincent Golden
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The Child’s Own Alphabet. New York: Mahlon Day, 1837.
This two-page spread is taken from a picture
alphabet published by prolific New York
children’s book publisher Mahlon Day (17901854). Although much of Day’s output consisted
of small uncolored chapbooks like New-York
Cries in Rhyme, he occasionally published larger
format picture books (in this case, also handcolored) aimed at both the instruction and
amusement of children. Purchased from Gordon
Hopkins, Ruth Adomeit Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
Daguerreotype Apparatus. Boston: H.P. Lewis, 1840.
The technical elements of daguerreotypy
were presented by Louis Daguerre to the
world in Paris in August of 1839. By
September a technical manual, in French,
was for sale on the streets of Paris and
London. At the end of September 1839, an
Englishman named D.W. Seager was in New
York demonstrating the process and he was
soon followed by the Frenchman
François Gouraud, who arrived in November
and began giving lessons and selling
apparatus built in France.
In early 1840, Gouraud traveled to Boston
where the city’s newspapers were already
abuzz with the excitement of the new
invention. The February 12, 1840 Columbian
Centinel announced Gouraud’s pending
arrival around February 20th, stating that
“Daguerreotype drawing is the wonder of the
Age.” In June, Gouraud’s apparatus was still
set up in S.G. Simpkin’s bookstore on Tremont Row, and the Frenchman was demonstrating
daguerreotyping for Boston residents. One of those Bostonians was mechanic Ari Davis, who
built and repaired scientific and nautical instruments on Cornhill. This broadside documents the
fact that Davis was also building the three devices needed to make daguerreotypes: a fuming
chamber, a camera, and a developing box. Davis moved from Boston to Lowell in early 1841,
placing the date of this broadside firmly in the momentous year 1840.
On the broadside, Davis outlines the process and touts the advantages of his construction
methods over those produced by others, stating that he “modified somewhat the apparatus, as
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described by Daguerre, and has rendered it more portable, lighter, and more elegant…” Davis
writes glowingly of the process, calling the images “solar paintings” and declaring, “To those
who have never seen the solar paintings, it may be proper to say, that no description can convey
any idea of their beauty, accuracy, and wonderful minuteness.” The Society’s collection of
1839-1841 imprints on early American photography is outstanding, with important technical
periodicals and early manuals already in our holdings. This broadside documenting Davis as a
home-grown mechanic building cameras in 1840 Boston is an important addition to the evidence
and documentation of the birth of photography. Purchased from James Arsenault and Charles
Wood with Duplicate Dollars for Graphic Arts, Anonymous Fund #1, Saundra Lane Fund, and
Harry G. Stoddard Memorial Fund.
~ Lauren B. Hewes

Easy Pictures for Slate Drawings. Animals. [New York: McLoughlin Bros., ca. 1870].
Like their competitor Louis Prang, McLoughlin Brothers
also delved into drawing books; in this case, it is an
accordion fold format book with pictures of animals
lithographed in white ink on a black background,
straddling the format between book and drawing card.
Although the McLoughlin name does not appear on the
imprint, AAS has another copy of Easy Pictures for Slate
Drawings in the same format with the McLoughlin
imprint. As an added bonus, this newly acquired copy has
advertisements for patent medicines like Plantation
Bitters, Mexican Mustang Liniment, and Hagan’s
Magnolia Balm—reflecting McLoughlin’s willingness to
manufacture picture books as advertisements for other
companies. Purchased from Susan Liebegott, Harry
Stoddard Memorial Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
Evening Gazette (Boston, Mass.) Apr. 7 extra, 1838.
Here is an early example of the phrase “fossil fuel.” It
started appearing in newspaper articles around 1835. Back
then it had a more precise meaning than it does today. The
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modern meaning includes coal, oil and natural gas, fuels also the product of the decomposition of
ancient organic matter. In this case, it specifically means coal. In the first paragraph it states, “I
have regarded the discovery of fossil fuel; that is, fuel dug out of the earth, and resulting from
vegetables which have been buried there in former times;….” The extra is a series of extracts
from a report by Professor [Edward] Hitchcock to the Massachusetts legislature on the coal fields
of various parts of Massachusetts with some emphasis on Mansfield. Purchased from Peter
Luke, Adopt-a-Book Fund.
~Vincent Golden
The Game of Politics, or the Race for the Presidency. Leominster, Massachusetts: W.S. Reed
Toy Co., 1889.
In 1889 a toy maker in Leominster, Massachusetts issued
this politically-themed board game. Two teams move
around the board and try to gather enough votes to get
the presidential nomination and then enough Electoral
College votes to win. Interestingly, the 1888 presidential
election was the third time in history that the winner
(Benjamin Harrison) had fewer popular votes but more
electoral votes than the runner up (Grover Cleveland).
Possibly this occurrence explains why the Reed Toy Co.
thought the game would be a success. Purchased from
DeWolfe & Wood, Adopt-a-Book Fund.
~ Lauren B. Hewes
Godfrey, John A. Rhymed Tactics. New York: D. Van Nostrand, 1862.
Hardee’s Rifle and Light Infantry Tactics was the manual for the
Civil War soldier, but one man, at least, thought the maneuvers
of war could be taught in a marching cadence. Col. John Godfrey
published his Rhymed Tactics in 1862, claiming his clever
rhythm and rhyming would make the essential information easy
to remember. As Godfrey wrote on p.1:
“I think you’ll like my jingle.
Camp life is dull and irksome, too,
E’en for men stout and ruddy;
But is aught worse to intersperse
With toil than too much study?”
While the concept may sound like a joke, Godfrey takes his task
seriously. He provides the necessary accompanying illustrations
of various maneuvers and numbers his paragraphs following
those in Hardee’s traditional military manual to prove the content
was the same, if the expression more innovative. Purchased from
Philadelphia Rare Books and Manuscripts, Roderick Stinehour Fund.
~Elizabeth Watts Pope
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J.W. Hamburger, Wholesale Manufacturer of Parlor Furniture, Office and Warerooms, No.
195 Chrystie St., One Block East of Bowery, New York City. Factory, Nos. 150 and 152 19th
Street, Brooklyn. New York: Jouffroy Bros., [1872?].
Over 50 pages depicting hundreds of plush sofas and rockers and
barber’s chairs illustrate this parlor furniture manufacturer’s
catalog, seeming to call out an invitation to sit down and relax. Yet
the usually invisible labor that went into producing such furniture
for others to rest in is foregrounded by an insert tucked into this
catalog. The wholesaler J.W. Hamburg writes in a printed letter
dated June 1st 1872:
“Owing to the Strike in all branches of labor connected with
my business, and the demand of 20 per cent. advance on
labor, and a corresponding reduction in the hours of labor,
and also the advance in the prices of materials, I am obliged
to raise my prices 8 per cent.”
The strike referred to is presumably that of the Union Carpenters of
the City of New York who mounted a strike in the spring of 1872.
The Union Carpenters demanded an increase of 50 cents over the prevailing daily rate of $3.00
and a nine-hour day. Other building tradesmen joined in and all construction work in the city was
tied up until June 1872 when the employers conceded to union demands and work resumed. The
Union Carpenters had little time to relish their victory, though, as the union fell apart during the
Panic of 1873. Purchased from Steve Finer, NEH Challenge Grant Fund.
~Elizabeth Watts Pope

The Happy Family. [Cincinnati: Peter G. Thomson], ca. 1889.
Peter G. Thomson (1851-1931) was a successful publisher of
chromolithographed picture books between 1877 and 1889,
when his picture book business was bought out by New York
picture book publishing titan McLoughlin Brothers. This
delightful book about various animals (here depicted in a zoo
cage) was probably printed at the time Thomson sold out to
McLoughlin, given the relative sophistication of the
chromolithography; perhaps Thomson purposely left out his
name, as he was leaving the picture book business. The
illustrations are signed by J.B. Geyser, a Cincinnati artist
whose works appear in at least several Thomson picture
books. Purchased from Helen Younger, Harry Stoddard
Memorial Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
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Samuel Harris after T.W. Sumner. The Massachusetts Charitable Society. Boston, ca. 1806.
Founded in 1762 and incorporated in 1780, the
Massachusetts Charitable Society was a mutual aid
organization which provided relief and assistance to
its members. The engraver Samuel Harris and the
artist Thomas W. Sumner both became members of
the Society in 1798. Their certificate design was
adopted for use by the group around 1806 with the
AAS copy bearing the signature of Samuel Hewes,
who served as secretary from 1822-1842. Although
the artist used allegorical female figures to flank his
design, women were not permitted to be members of
the Society until the twentieth century. The organization is still extant today. Purchased from
Arts & History Ltd, Louisa Dresser Fund.
~ Lauren B. Hewes
The Home Book of the Picturesque, or, American Scenery, Art and Literature. Comprising a
Series of Essays by Washington Irving, W.C. Bryant, Fenimore Cooper, Miss Cooper, N.P.
Willis, Bayard Taylor, H.T. Tuckerman, E.L. Magoon, Dr.
Bethune, A.B. Street, Miss Field, etc. New-York: G.P. Putnam,
155 Broadway, MDCCCLII. [1852].
This volume is special for its provenance. First and most obviously,
its lovely stamped and gilt upper boards covered in grained navy
cloth have an added black leather lettering piece marking it as “New
Year’s Gift for Lizzie B. Bachelder, 1855.” Its more recent
provenance makes it even more special to us. AAS used money
from an endowed acquisitions fund set up to memorialize a great
dealer and collector of early American bindings (Michael
Papantonio) to purchase this volume from a dearly beloved book
dealer friend and newly appointed member of AAS (Cheryl Needle)
shortly before she recently passed away. Purchased from Cheryl
Needle, Michael Papantonio Memorial Fund.
~Elizabeth Watts Pope
Harrisonian Democrat (Salem, N. J.) July 18, 1840.
This is the only issue known of this
campaign newspaper published in
southern New Jersey. It is a Whig
paper supporting the election of
William Henry Harrison for
President. Like most campaign
newspapers of the time it contains a
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variety of articles either supporting their candidate, accusations against the Loco Focos or
fending off their libels. There is an article on the last page titled, “Facts are Stubborn Things.”
Gift of the Salem (N. J.) Historical Society.
~Vincent Golden

Rebecca Waln Leaming, Two Children’s Stories, 1863-1864.
Rebecca Waln Leaming of Ashwood, Pennsylvania, wrote these two
stories, “The Cousins” and “Ellen Philips,” when she was a young
teenager. “The Cousins” is by far the more entertaining of the two, as
it takes place in a fairy land populated by kings, queens, and a giant.
The story takes place after a shipwreck, with two sets of three sisters
among the survivors. Leaming herself had two younger sisters and
perhaps wrote this story to entertain them in their affluent
Philadelphia neighborhood. Pictured here is one of Leaming’s
thirteen original illustrations, this one of the giant at the moment he
sees a couple of the girls. Purchased from Ian Brabner, John T. Lee
Fund.
~Ashley Cataldo

Little Snow White. (Father Tuck’s “Happy Hours” Series)
New York, London & Paris: Raphael Tuck & Sons, Co.,
Ltd., ca. 1895.
This lush chromolithographed cover is taken from a version of
Snow White written by English poet Nora Hopper (1871-1906).
This Snow White is portrayed as a robust young maiden with
long dark tresses, and the dwarfs have a dignified, if lookalike
quality. Raphael Tuck & Sons had a multi-city, trans-Atlantic
picture book publishing empire that provided stiff competition
for McLoughlin Brothers. Purchased from Susan Liebegott.
Harry Stoddard Memorial Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
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A.J. White, not before 1889].Look On This Picture-- And On This" How We Shall Look When
We Grow Old. [New York:
Seeing double yet? AAS was
given the advertising pamphlet
on the left almost thirty years
ago, so when the copy on the
right arrived recently as part of
one of our regular large gifts
of hundreds of 19th century
imprints from David Doret, we
might have been forgiven for
“dup’ing” it (i.e. responsibly
disposing of it as a duplicate).
After all, if we follow the
directions to “look on this
picture – and then on this,” the
engravings on the two copies
are the same (although the
copy to the left is a little more
worn and was probably printed
later). Yet closer examination
reveals the type surrounding
the images has been entirely reset, as have all 32 pages of text inside, though the content appears
to be the same. That content is an advertisement for the age-defying effects of Shaker Extract of
Roots (Siegel's Syrup), Shaker Family Pills, and Shaker Soothing Plasters, to be had of A.J.
White, 168 Duane Street, New York. Gift of David Doret and Linda Mitchell.
~Elizabeth Watts Pope
W.B. Lucas, First Lesson. Philadelphia: Kennedy & Lucas, ca.
1830.
This quarter, AAS member David Doret donated an important group
of seven early American lithographs (including this one) printed in
Philadelphia between 1829 and 1835. This charming image of a
mother and child practicing dancing in an outdoor setting was printed
by Kennedy & Lucas, the first lithographic firm in the city,
established in December of 1828. Other publishers represented in the
gift include Cephas G. Childs, M.E.D. Brown, and John Watson, all
of whom were operating lithographic presses before 1830. Gift of
David Doret and Linda Mitchell.
~ Lauren B. Hewes
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Memoir of Sarah E.D., a Sunday Scholar. New York: General Protestant Episcopal Sunday
School Union, ca. 1832-1836.
Religious biographies of mortally ill children and youth were staples of
Anglo-American children’s book publishing since the early eighteenth
century, with the publication of Rev. James Janeway’s Token for
Children. By the 1830s when this book was published, the institution of
the Sunday school had become a widely influential religious and social
institution for young people. It is in the context of the Sunday school
that the author writes of Sarah’s devotion to the Sabbath School and her
piety, and how her classmates and pastor witness her slow, inevitable
death (perhaps from tuberculosis) at age 16. Besides offering a window
into the life of a sixteen-year-old girl, Memoir of Sarah E.D. reflects
cultural attitudes toward religion, sickness, and funeral customs.
Purchased from Gordon Hopkins, Ruth Adomeit Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
The Mill Boy (Hamilton, NY) Aug. 20, Sept. 24, 1844
These are two issues of an extremely rare Whig campaign newspaper
supporting Henry Clay for President. The August issue uses all four
pages to print a letter from Charles Burchard in response to an attack on
him by A.Z. Kingley. Burchard had moved to western New York and at
first supported the Liberty Party. In 1844 he was a strong promoter of
Clay. The September issue contains a variety of articles either
supporting the Whigs or attacking the Loco Foco supporters. There is
one article where they reprint a passage from a book from 1836
describing slave drivers moving 300 slaves including some that had
been purchased by James Polk. Only one other issue is known of this
title. Purchased from Austin’s Antiquarian Books, Adopt-a-Book Fund.
~Vincent Golden
Lindley Murray. Introduction to the English Reader. Georgetown
(D.C.): Samuel S. Rind, 1830.
This is a rare example of textbook publishing for children from
Georgetown. Not surprisingly, Lindley Murray’s Introduction to the
English Reader was a popular text, and printing it would have made
good business sense. The publisher Samuel Seabrook Rind also
published the newspaper The Metropolitan in Georgetown. Purchased
from Robert Seymour. Ruth Adomeit Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
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New Hall! Trenton, New Jersey: Murphy &
Bechtel. 1868.
Nineteenth-century Americans were often creative
in their fund raising efforts. This broadside was
posted in Yardleyville, Pennsylvania, in April of
1868. The small town (population was under 1,000
in 1870), had two stone quarries, several churches,
and was located along the Delaware Canal. The
broadside was printed across the river in Trenton,
New Jersey, by Murphy & Bechtel, a firm well
represented at AAS by their newspaper, pamphlets,
books, and reports. This is the first broadside
produced by that printer to be added to our
holdings. Purchased from Peter Luke with The
Chair Fund.
~ Lauren B. Hewes

Additions to Newcomb Family Papers, 1824-1872
Francis Dana Newcomb (1802-1872) was the surveyorgeneral of Louisiana from 1840 to 1844 until he was
arrested for forgery, fraud, and embezzlement. After
fleeing to Havana, Cuba, Newcomb had even more
difficulty when he went bankrupt. This is Newcomb’s
brief diary and scrapbook from 1854 and 1855 and
features a few diary entries for several months in 1855
in addition to some poetry and newspaper articles that
Newcomb copied or clipped out of Havana newspapers.
Gift of Kenneth L. MacRitchie
~Ashley Cataldo
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Edward Cambridge Reed, Letter, 1832
This letter was purchased for the William C. Cook
Jacksonian Era Collection. Dated April 8, 1832, it was
written by Edward Cambridge Reed, a New York
congressman, and addressed to Reed's wife. Reed
writes, “Since my last nothing worthy of note has
occurred except a pretty warm skirmish in our House
upon the presentation of a petition upon the slave
question--that is a subject upon which the Southern
people are peculiarly sensitive perhaps more so than
some of our Northern people are upon the Indian
question. I have sent you today an article written I
believe by L. Cass upon the Indian question.”
Purchased from R.J.M Autographs & Antiques, John
T. Lee Fund and partial gift of William C. Cook.
~Ashley Cataldo
BILL REESE “WAREHOUSE GIFT” by Elizabeth Watts Pope
In what might have been the single most fruitful day of my career at AAS thus far, one midApril morning I drove down to New Haven to meet with AAS councilor Bill Reese, who then
drove me to an undisclosed location and set me free in a warehouse with the incredibly
generous offer to take whatever AAS needed from a number of the aisles. Fortunately, in
addition to miles of shelving this warehouse was equipped with a bathroom and a water
fountain, because once I started it was impossible to stop. After seven hours straight I had
gotten through most of the aisles Bill had indicated I should search (and that was with only a
cursory overview of the hundreds of pamphlets). I left with my car laden down with almost a
dozen boxes, and even with the inevitable returns after checking the shelves here in the
library, AAS’s holdings have grown by approximately 300 titles thanks to this magnanimous
offer.
The bulk of what some are referring to as “the warehouse gift” consists of 150 books and
pamphlets, plus a small number of newspaper, manuscript and graphic arts items. At the same
time, AAS also acquired at least as many government publications that fill in significant gaps
in the Society’s holdings. A couple dozen state documents most notably include a run of
Georgia Senate Journals 1820s and 1830s, but other publications are from Hawai‘i, Montana,
Texas and Utah. Also added were roughly 75 slips laws printed by the U.S. Congress between
1810 and 1819 that fill in most of the gaps from an earlier gift of slip laws Reese had given in
2009. Rounding out the remarkable haul of government publications were 38 pamphlets from
the Confederate States of America that were not yet held by AAS. All in all, it was a
remarkable day for the AAS collections.
As the cherry on top, Bill kindly offered to give AAS the valuable Tennessee Military
Instructor (described below) that I mentioned I had my eye on from his most recent catalog:
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The Military Instructor, Containing, Baron Steuben's
Directions Respecting the Arms of Officers and Men, for
Forming Company and its Exercise, Viz. Opening the
Ranks for Inspections, &c. Exercise of a Battalion; Points
of View; Formation of Columns, &c. &c. Also, the Laws of
the United States Respecting the Militia of the Union. Also,
the Statutes of Tennesse on the Military of this State.
Second edition. Nashville: Thomas G. Bradford, 1812]
To crib from the Reese catalog description, this is “a terribly
rare, early, and significant American frontier military
manual.” In the context of rising tensions with England that
would soon lead to war, and continuing troubles with Indians on Tennessee’s frontier, the state
legislature of Tennessee began to think more rigorously about its military. The General
Assembly of 1811 authorized Thomas Bradford to “deliver to the colonel of each regiment in
this state, one copy for himself and one for each field officer, and captain in his regiment, of said
book, strongly and neatly bound, with leather on the backs; within four months from and after
the rise of this session of the general assembly, and shall receive twenty-five cents for each copy
so delivered.” No copy is known of the first edition and only one other copy of this second
edition was known to exist but cannot be located. So what we have here is the one accessible
copy of this significant military manual, perhaps the very one used by General Andrew Jackson
in the Creek Campaign or put in the hands of one of his subordinates. Gift of William S. Reese.
~Elizabeth Watts Pope

Roy, W. L. A Complete Hebrew and English Critical and Pronouncing Dictionary. New
York: Collins, Keese & Co., 1837.

This volume, called by its author “the first and only original English and Hebrew Lexicon ever
published in the United States,” will be a valuable addition to the continually expanding Judaica
holdings at AAS. Published in 1837 by a New York language instructor, Roy’s dictionary was
hailed by his contemporaries as a far more thorough and accurate presentation of the Hebrew
language than previously existed for an English-speaking audience. Roy took the innovative step
of compiling his dictionary in alphabetical order, in order to make looking up words from the
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Bible an easier task, and the dictionary provides both pronunciations guides for every word and
occasional translations to Syriac and Arabic, along with a list of each word’s appearances in the
Bible. Though admittedly written by a gentile for Christian biblical scholars and missionaries—
Roy insist in his introduction that anyone seeking to convert the Jews or refute Jewish doctrine
must know the language—the volume seems to be a work of good scholarship, despite its
somewhat dubious aims. Aside from the glowing praise of other Christian scholars, the first
edition features a recommendation from Enoch Zundel, “the Rabbi of the city of Jerusalem,”
attesting to its quality as a work on the language. This was the first such recommendation from a
Rabbi to appear in a U.S. publication. Purchased from Swann Auction Galleries (through the
good offices of AAS councilor Bill Reese), Harry G. Stoddard Memorial Fund.
~Claire Jones, Judaica Intern from Princeton
(thanks to funding from AAS council chairman Sid Lapidus)
& Elizabeth Watts Pope
Mary Martha Sherwood. The Ayah and Lady. Boston: Samuel T. Armstrong and Crocker
& Brewster; New York: John P. Haven, 1822.
The British author Mary Martha Sherwood (17751851) lived for a decade in India where her husband
was stationed with the British army, and many of her
stories take place there, both showing armchair
travelers exotic aspects of India and emphasizing the
superiority of Christianity to Hinduism and Islam, an
attitude taken by many of her colleagues writing for
Anglo-American children at that time. This metalengraved frontispiece by William Hoogland (1794 or
5-1832) depicts an East Indian woman (formerly a
beggar) cheerfully spinning thread using a spinning
wheel given to her by a charitable English woman. Purchased from David Szewczyk, Ruth
Adomeit Fund.
~Laura E. Wasowicz
Stoughton Assembly. Boston: S.N. Dickinson, 1842.
This 1842 broadside was given to the Society by AAS
member Philip Gura, who is interested in American
music history. The sheet announces a gathering to be held
in Stoughton, Massachusetts, featuring six
instrumentalists. Two violins, a clarinet, a bass viola and
two horns would be supplying music for dancing starting
at 6:00 pm. The eye-catching sheet was printed by
Samuel N. Dickinson in Boston, a printer well-known for
his advertising, newspapers, almanacs, and children’s
titles produced between 1831 and 1860. Gift of Philip
Gura.
~ Lauren B. Hewes
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John Wingate Thornton, Index of Persons and Places Mentioned in Hutchinson’s History
of Massachusetts, 1851.
John Wingate Thornton was a lawyer, historian, founder of the New
England Historic Genealogical Society, and member of the American
Antiquarian Society. Thornton wrote several books about early
America and the Revolution. As he pursued his antiquarian interests,
he created an index to Massachusetts governor Thomas Hutchinson’s
History of the Province of Massachusetts Bay. Hutchinson was a
Loyalist before and during the revolution, and the third volume of the
history was finished while Hutchinson was an exile in Great Britain. In
this, Thornton’s original manuscript for the index that was published
posthumously in 1879, he writes: “I made this Index during a careful
reading of Hutchinson’s elegant and immortal history of his beloved
country, and dedicate it to my brother students of New-England history
and antiquities.” Gift of Howard S. Mott.
~Ashley Cataldo

Udalisque. New York: Imbert’s Lithography, ca. 1827.
In addition to the donation mentioned above, the Society’s
collection of early lithographic printing grew further this
quarter when a small group of pre-1835 lithographs were
offered for sale this spring. This image by Imbert in New
York reflects the significance of lithography to the
advancement of art education in the United States. The
portrait of a turbaned woman was likely copied after a
European painting or print and was intended to illustrate the
capabilities of the medium for reproducing and disseminating
fine art. Purchased from Arts & History Ltd. with Richard A.
Heald Foundation Funds.
~ Lauren B. Hewes
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Wells & Castle's Cook Book and Catalogue: Presented to their Patrons by Wells & Castle,
Grocers, 434 Maine Street, Quincy, Ill. Quincy, Ill.: Cadogan & Gardner, printers and
binders, 1875.
What strange fowl is
this? A head-to-toe
cookbook with four
different titles! For the
purposes of cataloging
this previously
unrecorded volume, we
have taken as the first
book the grocers’ Wells
& Castle’s Cook Book
and Catalog. It has a
slightly different cover
title, Wells & Castle’s
Cook Book For Free
Distribution, and
contains the expected
recipes for cooking
pigeons or gooseberry
catsup. Bound with the
grocers’ book, tête-bêche (from the French for head-to-toe), there is a second book from the
druggists Sommer, Miller & Terdenge to be read from the other direction. To add to the
confusion, Sommer, Miller & Terdenge’s book has not one but two unwieldy titles. The cover
title is Facts Worth Knowing and a Number of Reliable Receipts. Presented by Sommer, Miller
& Terdenge, druggists corner Fifth and Maine sts., Quincy, Illinois. Preserve this for Reference.
The title from the title page is Preserve this book for future reference. It contains useful receipts
for the family, and information for every one. It will save you many a dollar, and enable you to
invest them profitably. Its content discusses an odd assortment of facts on everything from
cement to baseball to wine, all of which are available from druggists Sommer, Miller &
Terdenge. It seems all the businesses of Quincy, Illinois – including Cadogan & Gardner, the
printers and binders of this volume – were trying to cram between the covers of one book.
~Elizabeth Watts Pope
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